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The Student Association Executive Council met Tuesday, January 11, 1972 for the mid-year conference. The main purposes of this conference were outlined by President Buddy Jones. The council evaluated various aspects of the preceding semester, ways to improve S.A. functions for the spring semester, and the members traded ideas on various aspects of Harding student life.

The meeting was called to order at 10:07 a.m.

Present: Buddy Jones, Stevie Green, John Carr, Karen Holland, Gerald Burrow, Ellen Kramer, Pat Johnson, Mike Justus, Jo Stafford, Skitch Henderson, Brenda Dimit, Mike James, and Dr. Barnes.

Absent: Jim Trotter

SEARCY JAYCEES: Peter Nero has been scheduled for a lyceum in the Harding auditorium for January 28 by the Searcy Jaycees.

We evaluated the following areas of Harding.

CAMPUS CONGRESS: Gerald began the discussion on our Campus Congress. The Campus Congress was set up as a working auxiliary to the Executive Council. They perform various functions for the Student Association. We discussed ways the C.C. could be improved as far as to the relationship with the student body.

FINANCE: John Carr, treasurer, reported on our finances for the fall semester.

| 1st week activities       | $316.00 |
| Christian College Conf.  | 125.00  |
| Coffee Houses            | 325.00  |
| Homecoming               | 207.00  |
| Christmas                | 318.00  |
| Printed Material         | 312.00 (-262 for calendars.) |

Balance at beg. of semester $2765.00
Balance at end of semester  1116.00
Expense for semester        1649.00

STUDENT AFFAIRS: Ellen reported on the student affairs committee. Gerald and Ellen are the student representatives to this committee.

RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS: John and Brenda reported on the religious area of campus. There needs to be a greater interest devoted to Monday night meetings, Lily Pool devotions.

SOCIAL AFFAIRS: Karen reported on social activities for the school year.

COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP: Mike Justus reported on community relationship. He gave several ideas pertaining to the strengthening of Harding-Searcy relations.

CABINET RELATIONSHIPS: Jo reported on the Cabinet relationship with the Council. It was suggested that we meet with the Cabinet members more often.

FILES: Pat reported on the projects we had mentioned in previous meetings of the Council.